
The T1001 enters the hydraulic vehicle lifting market at a very high level of quality but at a price that all 
workshops can afford.  The 2 post lift embraces an ergonomic design incorporating compact dimensions, 
fast operation, reduced design height and multi-supporting arms to enable the user to lift a vast array 
of vehicles.

Heavy duty safety 
latches within both 
columns is just one of 
three systems built in 
for safety.

Twin ram - electro-hydraulic 
design means fast operation, 
hard wearing and low cost of 

ownership

Safe, two handed 
operationfrom a single 

column

Each lifting column features 
a maintenance free high 

pressure cylinder and 
maintenance free

Tivar 1000 polyethylene
 carriage guides

Low profile lifting arms and screw adaptors with 
three stage telescopic arm assemblyto enable 
the lifting of small cars to light vans.

Made for Trade Garage Equipment Ltd by 
the worlds largest lifting company

2 Year parts and labour warranty

Fully electro-hydraulic design

Free set of 8 high lift adaptors 
worth £200

£2,395.00

Selectd

Split adaptor kit and U crutch 
adaptors available



Technique T8003 combined emissions analyser

The technique T8003 is the first in a new generation of emissions analysers and MOT roller brake 
testing equipment marking a stepped change in performance, operation and ergonomic practicality. 
Everything about the T8003 is ‘in touch’ with modern technology and designed to help propel your 
business into the future.

The revolutionary  ‘totum’  design  is  the host and centre
piece to a mutlitude of  MOT related  tasks  incorporating 
the latest USB and wireless connectivity, and allows easy
 serviceability including  remote  engineering  access.

Utilising  the  latest  ‘touchscreen’  technology  on  the 
standard  23” screen  each  high  definition  graphic  has 
been  thought  through for clarity and instant recognition
whilst testing.  Data  entry  is  simple  and  on  par  with 
technology commonly used within the users workplace and 
home, therefore making the machine functionally friendly.

£5,295.00 or £28.71 per week*

Included options Options Available

Wireless oil and temperature 
measurement with a multi 
locational storage system.

Revolutionary slim-line ‘totum’ 
platform, no tower PC or 
cumbersome trolley.

Image for illustration purposes only

Standard 2 years parts and labour warranty



T2520      PRO
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The T2120 is a high performance wheel balancer of heavy duty 
construction and premium specification. This model boasts 3D 
data input, with automatic entry of offset, width and diameter 
being  achieved  via  an  inner  and  outer  measuring  arm. The 
colour  TFT  display  provides  ‘live’  readings,  with  imbalance 
positions  highlighted in  impressive  graphics  wich  make  the 
hidden weight placement (or SPLIT function) easier to carry out 
than ever befor, as well as offering excellent merchandising 
appeal to the customer.

The cbinet offers an imposing presence, with a modern design, 
good capacity for  weight  storage,  and  an  additional  storage 
facility on the side for additional weights, cones or accessories.



Operating height of unit = 1072mm to 1720mm

Fully encapsulated

£375 + VAT

Large Tank Capacity of 95 litres

Increased offset hopper capacity of 18 litres

Ability to drain at 45 litres/min with hopper bowl extended

Will allow the user to drain oil up to 20 degrees centrigrade

Maximum width of unit = 530mm over wheels

High quality integral 1:1 air operated pump unit for fast 
drainage

Includes integrated preset air regulator unit and air cou-
pling for ease of use

1/4” QRC air inlet; 3/4” QRC oil outlet

Pump output at coupling = 15 Litres/min

Finance / lease terms are subject to credit approval.  All prices are subject to VAT chargeable at the current rate.
All prices include delivery and installation to a prepared site. Prices exclude any building or electrical works and exclude final 
electrical connections.Our terms and conditions of trading are available on request or can be found on our website. Prices are 
current as of date of print. E&OE.

*Finance terms showing are based on a weekly payment over a 5 year period.


